






N. B.: (1) Questioh NO.1 is compulsory.
(2) Attempt in all five questions.
(3) Figures to the right indicate full marks.
(4) Draw neat circuit diagrams/blocks diagrams wherever necessary.

Q L Attempt any four ;
a. Compare PCM and delta modulation
b. Compare between antipodal and Orthogonal signal.
c. Explain ergodic process.
d. Explain Inter Symbol Interference
e. What is the function of match filter in communication system

Q No.3. a) Define cumulative distribution function and probability distribution function. List their
Properties. 10

b) The required power at the receiving antenna is 1O·6W. The gain of the
transmitting and receiving antennas are 20 dB each. The frequency of the carrier
is 5GHz and distance between two antennas is 10Km. Determine power to
transmitted by transmitter 10

Q4 a) ,Generator polynomial for a ( 15,7) Cyclic code is g (x) = 1+ X4 + x6+ x7 +x8

I) Find the code vector ( in systematic form) for message polynomial D (x) = X2 + X3 + X4

ii)Assume that first & last bits of the code vector for D (X) = x2 +x3 + x4 suffer from
transmission errors. Find the error syndrome of received code vector. 10

h) What is matched filter? Derive the expression for minimum probability of error of the
matched filter' 10



Q.No.5 a) What is Binary Symmetric channel (BSC)? Explain optimum receiver algorithm tor binary
symmetric channel. lO

b) A key is given by the sequence ofKl, K2, --------- K29, where Ki is the shift number ofith

character. Its value lies in the range of 1 to 25. All the possible keys are equally likely.
Calculate unicity distance if English language is used in encryption. 10

Q.No.6 a) A Delta modulation system is design to operate at 3 times the Nyquist rate for a Signal
with 3 KHZ bandwidth. The quantizing step size to 250 mv .

i) Determine the miximum amplitude of 1KHz input sinusoid for which delta modulator
does not show slope overload.

ii) Determine the post filtered output SNR for the signal of part (i) 10

a. Effect of noises on communication system.
b. Signature authentication using public key crypto system.
c. Image and data compression
d. Modified Deobinary Encorder
e. Equilizers.




